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PU3LIC AFFAIPS STAFF 

Contact 	 74:571i: 

January 4, 1957 — 4:05 PM 	 Chicago, Illinois 

DISCUSS CIA  

umpuTIFIED WOMAN bis_TENEp: "I tried dermerately to get in touch 
with you last night ma every time you had neople on about this Kennedy 
theory. You know, in the beginning at the Bay of Pigs, you know, when 
this terr:ile thing b2ckfired (resident Kennedy tried to rev.3mn the 
FBII Lo -jou rememizer that?" 

ILL.1.1",:',S: It wasn't the--" 

„C .;k: "He didn't get anywhere with them." 

gILLIAM3: "It wasn't the FnI. It wpm the CIA." 

VOMN: "Or the CIA Ot kecret service." 

WILLIAMS: "Well, it was the Central Intelligence Agency that 
evidently made some strongl goofs at the ..ny ofkPigs." 

WOMAN: "And last night when we were talking about the Ho Ter and 
secret service and CIA, then aster the assassination President Johnson 
moved around a couple of people. In fact, I guess there were two or three 
that were let out.IDo you remember that?" 

WILLIAYS: "Yes." 

WOMAN: 	nobody seems to be talking about this thingk" 

WILLIXIS: "Well, you see that--" 

WOMAN: "hat?" 

'NILLIAS: "Those thoughts are just thoughts and theory. 	h.1-t 

most of the critics have been pointing out are facts? lack of evidence, 
the 7:arren commission was lax in pursuing the testimony." 

WOM: "Yes, and. i think so, too, and they don't mnt to pursue 
it. This is what I'm getting at. And, you know, before you came here 
to Chicago they had ksome FBI agents on WBBM land WMAQ 
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and I'm calling from the suburbs and this one fellow, he talked, 
you know, about the Birch Society and people were calling 
and they would say, do you think it's all right to join the Birch 
Society and he told them right out, 'Yes, yes, join the Birch Society.' 
Here, Robert Kennedy had just recently taken Hoover on about the FBI 
_agents belonging to the Birch Society and he got into hot water with 
the Hoover Camission.s So I think just like President Kennody and 
Johnson have sait:1, that the Hoover Commission, the CIA, selective 
service and this and that is getting too big for their britches 
and I think they are, too." 

WILLIAMS: "Well, I certainly appreciate yokr remarks today. 
Thank you very much." 


